
Cookie Policy

The purpose of this Cookie Policy is to set out the procedures followed for the collection, through cookies, of
information provided by visitors through the devices they use to navigate this website owned by REVO Insurance
S.p.A., having its registered office at Viale dell’Agricoltura 7, 37135, Verona (hereinafter also abbreviated to the
“Company”).

The data controller of this website is also the Data Controller for the processing of personal data collected
pursuant to European Regulation 679/2016 and any other legislation applicable to personal data protection, and
in particular to “Guidelines on cookies and other tracking tools”, Order No. 231 of 10 June 2021.

Cookies collect information on the Company's website and sub-sites that may relate to visitors, their preferences
or internet access device (computer, tablet or mobile phone) and are used primarily to adapt the functioning of
the site to the user's expectations, offering a better browsing experience, and to send personalised promotional
messages. On the basis of express consent and legitimate interest, information may be shared with our partners.
Visitors may always exercise their right to consent or to oppose a legitimate interest based on a specific purpose.
These choices will be reported to our partners participating in the consent and transparency framework.

This Policy should be consulted in conjunction with the Company’s PRIVACY POLICY and the TABLE OF COOKIES
USED made available on this website, of which they form an integral part.

Classification of cookies used
Cookies are text files that are stored on the Data Subject’s device when visiting a website, and are separated
according to the party that installs them (first-party cookies, third-party cookies) and according to their purpose
(technical cookies, functionality cookies, analytical cookies).

According to the party

● First-party cookies
First-party cookies are cookies sent to the browser directly from the Company’s website. They may be session
or persistent cookies and are managed directly by the website manager.

● Third-party cookies
Third-party cookies are generated and managed by parties other than the Company. They may be marketing
or profiling cookies and in any case require the visitor’s consent. These cookies are not under the control of
the Company and, therefore, for further information on how the third party uses cookies, you are advised to
visit the third party’s website (see TABLE OF COOKIES USED)

According to purpose

● Essential technical cookies
These cookies are strictly necessary for the proper functioning of the websites and to use and/or improve the
various functions and/or services requested. Installation of such cookies does not require prior consent from
the visitor to the website, but it will be possible at any time to authorise, restrict or block cookies through the
browser settings. Without these cookies, it may not be possible to fully enjoy the content and services on the
Company’s website.

https://www.revoinsurance.com/cookie-privacy/privacy-policy-en.pdf


● Functionality or preference cookies
These cookies allow the website to provide advanced functions and personalisations that can make it easier to
navigate in different situations. Prior consent is required from the visitor for the installation of these cookies.
Without these cookies, it will also be possible to use the content and services on the Company's website,
albeit with some limitations.

● Analysis or profiling cookies
These cookies are used to collect data on the browsing habits and preferences of visitors in order to develop
personalisations of the commercial offer, to carry out market research or for sales initiatives. They can also
enable the Company’s website to be fine-tuned, allowing us to monitor and analyse the behaviour of visitors
to the website, creating their profiles in order to make improvements and facilitate navigation. Prior consent is
required from the visitor for the installation of these cookies. Without these cookies, it will also be possible to
use the content and services on the Company's website.

In any case, the Company does not directly store personal information and the data collected do not allow the
visitor to be personally identified, as they are aggregated and anonymous.

Storage times
Cookies may be stored for various periods of time, depending on the purpose for which they are processed by the
Company or by third-party companies. Temporary first-party session cookies are active for the duration of the
session, while permanent first-party cookies will be stored in accordance with the privacy regulations applicable
from time to time. For third-party cookies, the storage period is indicated by third-party companies on the
relevant websites, accessible through the dedicated links in the TABLE OF COOKIES USED.
A request for a particular cookie may be repeated when there is a specific and necessary information purpose,
when it is impossible for the data controller to track the presence of a cookie already installed and when at least
six months have elapsed since the previous presentation.

Rights of the Data Subject.
Data Subjects may contact the Data Controller by one of the following methods:
● Registered letter (Viale dell’Agricoltura 7, 37135 Verona)
● Certified electronic mail (revo@pec.revoinsurance.com)

The Company advises that the Data Subject has certain rights, including the right to object to processing. If the
Data Subject’s consent is necessary and has been properly expressed for the above purposes, the Data Subject has
the right to change his or her choice at any time by accessing this policy statement.
The Data Subject may at any time:
● configure the browser to disable the receipt of cookies or not use this website
● change the way cookies are used

This Cookie Policy may be amended over time, including in connection with any entry into force of new industry
regulations or the updating or provision of new services or technological innovations, for which the Data Subject is
invited to consult this page periodically.



Table of Cookies Used

This Table of Cookies Used aims to set out all cookies used on the website owned by REVO Insurance S.p.A.,
having its registered office at Via dell’Agricoltura 7, 37135 Verona (hereinafter also referred to as the “Company”),
and identifies the subgroup of cookies, the cookie used and the type, if it is first-party or third-party. This table is
constantly updated and should be consulted in conjunction with the Company's PRIVACY POLICY and COOKIE
POLICY, which are available on this website and of which they form an integral part.

List of cookies used
A cookie is a small portion of data that a website, when visited, asks the browser to store on the device to
remember its information, and that is re-sent to the website at the time of subsequent visits. Cookies may be
first-party cookies, available and controlled by the Company, or third-party cookies, i.e. from a domain other than
that of the Company’s website, and may have different purposes. For more information on the use of cookies, see
the COOKIE POLICY.
The tables below are constantly updated and list cookies according to their division by purpose.

Essential technical cookies

Cookie subgroup Cookie
Type
first-party / third-party

AWSALB revoinsurance.com First-party
show-disclaimer revoinsurance.com First-party

Functionality or preference cookies

Cookie subgroup Cookie
Type
first-party / third-party

_iub_cs-* iubenda.it Third-party
_iub_cs-16376679 iubenda.it Third-party
_iubenda_rsession iubenda.it Third-party

Analysis or profiling cookies

Cookie subgroup Cookie
Type
first-party / third-party

_ga google.com Third-party
_ga_# google.com Third-party
_gat google.com Third-party
_gid google.com Third-party
collect google.com Third-party
YSC youtube.com Third-party
VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE youtube.com Third-party
__Secure-3PSIDCC youtube.com Third-party
__Secure-1PSIDCC youtube.com Third-party
SIDCC youtube.com Third-party
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__Secure-3PAPISID youtube.com Third-party
__Secure-1PAPISID youtube.com Third-party
__Secure-1PSID youtube.com Third-party
SAPISID youtube.com Third-party
__Secure-3PSID youtube.com Third-party
APISID youtube.com Third-party
SSID youtube.com Third-party
SID youtube.com Third-party
HSID youtube.com Third-party
PREF youtube.com Third-party
LOGIN_INFO youtube.com Third-party
Datadog datadoghq-browser-agent.com Third-party

http://datadoghq-browser-agent.com/

